
Bad Lobenstein (DE)
designing health landscapes
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Team composition: architect/urbanist/landscaper
Location: Bad Lobenstein, Germany
Population: 5.500
Study site: 73 ha
Project site: 12 ha 
Site proposed by: City of  Bad Lobenstein
Actors involved: City of  Bad Lobenstein, Municipal Spa 
Company

Owner(s) of the site: City of  Bad Lobenstein,
Saint-Gobain Building Distribution Deutschland
GmbH, Private Property Owners, LRA Saale-Orla-Kreis
Commission after competition: in the on-site workshops 
after the competition, the results are to be discussed on site 
and adapted if  necessary. The next planned step is to commis-
sion the winning team(s) with urban planning studies.

INHABITED MILIEU’S CHALLENGES

The town of  Bad Lobenstein is looking for strong courageous ideas and spatial concepts for places of  expe-
rience as well as accommodation and health architecture in order to define its character as a spa town of  the 
21st century and to become one of  the central destinations in European health tourism in the future. 

The traditional spa town of  Bad Lobenstein - about three hours each by car from Munich and Berlin - is loca-
ted in the midst of  a unique landscape with steep slopes and forests in the Thuringian Slate Mountains. The 
project area in a valley location includes the historic spa park, the existing ARDESIA thermal baths with par-
king spaces, the town pond as well as the Lemnitz River floodplain and fallow land.
With a total length of  over 70 km, the Saale Cascade in Thuringia, which borders the town, is the largest 
contiguous water reservoir in Europe. The Thuringian Sea meanders through the Saale valley in countless 
meanders, lined with numerous recreational and holiday resorts. 

The spa town wants to be a pioneer for the integrated development of  urban and health planning. The Euro-
pan competition task is to identify a new clinic location, to expand the thermal spa landscape and to diversify 
the accommodation offers. Innovative and pioneering design approaches must be developed for resource 
cycles, a connecting open space concept between nature and urban space and supplementary offers in the 
area of  wellness, well-being and nature tourism.
In a trend-setting manner for spas and health resorts in the rural areas of  Europe, urban and landscape deve-
lopment lines for integrated health, tourism and urban planning are to be developed for this location.Project site

Study site with moor landscape (west), Bad Lobenstein city (center) and Saale river cascade (east) 



HOW CAN THE SPA AREA BE ACTIVATED AND EXPANDED 

IN A SUSTAINABLE HEALTH LANDSCAPE? WHICH 

CONCEPTS ENHANCE THE OVERALL WELL-BEING OF 

THE SPA TOWN’S RESIDENTS AND VISITORS? 

QUESTIONS TO THE COMPETITORS

How can Bad Lobenstein as a tourism destination use and combine architecture and nature to offer expe-
riential spaces and thus gain more recognition? How can the needs of  the population, travellers and nature be 
balanced in the spaces that are both living environments and destinations? Which key spatial reference points 
must be further developed? Bad Lobenstein sees an outstanding development path in the continuation of  a 
local tradition – the consistent use of  bogs and mud as a healing agent. 

What role do natural resource cycles in the surrounding landscape play in this process? How can tourism and 
landscape development be made sustainable and how can targeted climate adaptation measures be integra-
ted? A conceptual and spatial examination of  the resource cycles around the themes of  mud and thermal 
water is required. 

The location and compatibility of  the facilities should be examined in the project site and the study site; i.e., 
in addition to the city-owned areas of  the spa facilities, other private areas can also potentially be integrated 
into the design in justified cases. Central questions for the processing of  the site are: What strategies and pro-
grammes are needed for a multifunctional health location with decentralised offerings and a central spa loca-
tion? How can existing offerings (e.g., mud treatments) be combined with therapeutic approaches in outdoor 
spaces (e.g., forest bathing, Kneipp pools, water playgrounds, outdoor sports parkour)? Where and how can 
the resources of  mud, water and slate be experienced and deployed?

WHICH IDEAS CONTRIBUTE TO EXPERIENTIAL LOCATIONS OF 

ACCOMMODATION AND HEALTH ARCHITECTURE, RESOURCE 

CYCLES, AND A UNIFYING OPEN-SPACE CONCEPT BETWEEN NA-

TURAL AND URBAN SPACE?

Old town

Abandoned quarry in study site

«ARDESIA» thermal bath

Moor landscape


